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The unexpected fast polymerization during
the synthesis of a glycolated
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Conjugated polymers with ethylene glycol side chains are emerging as ideal materials for

bioelectronics, particularly for application in organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs).

To improve the OECT device performance, it is important to develop an efficient synthetic

strategy that will provide access to novel high-performing materials besides focusing on

molecular design. While a lot of efforts are being devoted to designing of new polymers

by modifying the glycol side chains, understanding how their nature affects the

polymerization kinetics and eventually the polymer structure and properties is not

known. In this work, we have studied the influence of the content of the ethylene glycol

side chain and its linkage on the formation of the active Grignard monomer species

upon Grignard metathesis in three thiophene derivatives. A strong dependence of the

monomer's concentration on polymerization was noted in our study indicating that for

synthesizing P3MEEMT, a high-performing OECT material, by Kumada catalyst transfer

polymerization (KCTP) a minimum of 0.15 M monomer is needed. Furthermore, kinetic

studies by GPC show uncontrolled polymerization behavior contrary to the controlled

chain growth characteristics of the KCTP.
1. Introduction

The interfacing of biological systems with micro and nano-electronic systems has
opened new frontiers in life science research bringing a whole new insight into
medical diagnosis and health monitoring.1 In recent years, organic electro-
chemical transistors (OECTs) have emerged as a key technology dominating
bioelectronic research due to their efficient transduction of biochemical signals
into electronic signals.2–4OECTs have been successfully employed asminiaturized
sensors for metabolite detection,5 neural interfacing,6 and neuromorphic
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computing.7 Similar to other transistors, an OECT is a three-terminal device
comprising a source, drain, and gate electrode, however, it is the electrochemical
gating of OECTs through an electrolyte that drives the movement of ions into and
out of the channel material thereby transducing ionic signals into electrical
signals.3,8 This means that the channel between the source and drain electrode of
OECTs requires materials exhibiting mixed ionic–electronic conduction proper-
ties.9 Hence, to achieve a high-performing OECT device, carrier mobility, and ion
transport of the polymer should be balanced in such a way that maximum
transconductance (gure of merit for OECTs)10 is achieved along with good
operational stability in ambient and aqueous environments and fast kinetics.11

Among the various classes of mixed conductors developed in recent years for
OECTs, organic semiconductors particularly conjugated polymers functionalized
with ethylene glycol side chains have been of particular interest demonstrating
high OECT performance due to improved volumetric capacitance (rivaling
PEDOT) and operation in accumulation mode, facile synthetic tunability, and
excellent enzymatic biocompatibility.11–14 Given the intricate relationship between
ionic and electronic conduction, several molecular design strategies have been
explored for improving the device performance of ethylene glycol functionalized
polymers including the use of ethylene glycol with different chain lengths,15,16

mixed alkyl ethylene glycol chains,17,18 and modifying of the polymer back-
bone.19,20 One such polymer developed by our group is poly(3-{[2-(2-
methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]methyl}thiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3MEEMT)21 demonstrating
gure of merit comparable to state-of-the-art OECT channel materials. Consid-
ering P3MEEMT as a model system, several such polymers have been developed
by varying the ethylene glycol content of glycol side chains and the position of
oxygen atoms.15,16,22,23 Despite various aspects of the molecular design strategy
investigated for improving the performance of these materials, the molecular
design and synthesis for OECT channel material still lack a coherent strategy.
Therefore, the advent of simple and efficient synthetic methods that will enable
the synthesis of such types of polymers with high regioregularity and precisely
dened molecular weight will be crucial in advancing the eld of OECTs.

Synthesis of conjugated polymers by Kumada catalyst transfer polymerization
(KCTP) remains the best approach for obtaining polymers with controlled
molecular weight, narrow dispersity, and well-dened end groups.24,25 Since KCTP
polymerization proceeds via the active Grignard monomer formed from Grignard
metathesis with a dihaloderivative, conditions for active monomer formation and
its polymerization are the deciding factor for polymer structure and molecular
weight. Despite being a simple and efficient approach, the challenge in utilizing
KCTP for OECT channel material synthesis arises from the presence of polar side
groups in these systems. For example, the hygroscopic nature of ethylene glycol
side chains can interfere with the formation of the active Grignard monomer
leading to loss of polymerization control or total reaction failure. Furthermore,
apart from the length and content of the oligoethylene glycol side chain, the
position of oxygen atoms can have a strong impact on the formation of active
monomer species and polymerization kinetics. This can cause a serious batch-to-
batch reproducibility issue.

Though many oligoethylene glycol functionalized polythiophene derivatives
prepared by KCTP for OECT applications have appeared in the literature in recent
years,15–18 no such report throws light on the mechanistic aspects of their
Faraday Discuss. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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polymerization. Therefore, in order to develop a KCTP method that is capable of
producing ethylene glycol-substituted conjugated polymers in a reproducible
manner, a detailed understanding of the polymerization mechanism, particularly
the role of reaction parameters, is essential for developing high-performing OECT
channel materials.

In this article, we sought to elucidate the mechanistic inuences of the
ethylene glycol side chain on the monomer's reactivity towards the Grignard
metathesis step and eventually the polymerization. We report how the content
and length of the ethylene glycol side chain, and the proximity of oxygen atoms
inuence the formation of the active Grignard monomer. We also show that
polymerization in such molecular systems is sensitive to the monomer's
concentration. Furthermore, we provide evidence that the KCTP for P3MEEMT is
extremely fast and follows a non-controlled pathway contrary to the controlled
synthesis of poly(3-hexylthiophene).

2. Results and discussion

The mechanistic aspects of KCTP for polymerization of 3-alkyl-substituted thio-
phene have been well studied, but no such study is available for the ethylene-
glycol functionalized polythiophene derivatives. Therefore, we aim to under-
stand both the formation of the active Grignard monomer and its polymerization
to focus on developing the appropriate reaction conditions that would serve as
a guide to the synthesis of such polymeric systems for OECT applications. Fig. 1
shows the chemical structures of monomers 2,5-dibromo-3-((2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)methyl)thiophene (3MEEMT) (1), 2,5-dibromo-3-((heptyloxy)methyl)
thiophene (3PAAT) (2), and 2,5-dibromo-3-(4-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)butyl)
thiophene (3MEEBT) (3) used in this study. It is important to mention here that
while all three monomers were investigated for the Grignard metathesis step,
polymerization studies were carried out with only monomer 1 (3MEEMT).

2.1 Grignard metathesis reaction

For KCTP, the active Grignard monomer is obtained in situ from the dihalomo-
nomer via Grignard metathesis with a suitable Grignard reagent as shown in
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of monomers for the Grignard metathesis reaction.
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Scheme 1. The quantitative formation of only one isomer uponMg/Br exchange of
3MEEMT with iPrMgCl at the 5-position is preferable. However, as shown in the
results summarized in Table 1, the selectivity is greatly reduced in 3MEEMT
producing two regioisomers A and B in the ratio 1 : 2 with the undesirable
monomer being the major product, with 15%monomer unexchanged, contrary to
the 4 : 1 ratio obtained in 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene.26 The preferential
formation of isomer B intrigued us to investigate if reducing the oxygen content in
the side chain and/or moving it away from the thiophene core would improve the
regioselectivity for the Mg/Br exchange in such systems. A signicant effect in the
formation of two regioisomers was noticed upon Grignard metathesis. A Mg/Br
exchange in monomer 3MEEBT (3) produces a 3 : 1 ratio of isomers A and B
when the three oxygen atoms are moved further from the thiophene unit, while
the presence of one oxygen in the side chain of monomer 3PAAT (2) leads to the
formation of both the isomers in 1 : 1 ratio on Grignard metathesis with iPrMgCl.
The preferential formation of isomer B over A in 3MEEMT may result from
coordination between the neighboring oxygen atom of the glycol side chain and
the exchange reagent similar to the complexity-induced proximity effect in
aromatic ortho-lithiation.27,28 Given the hygroscopic nature of the ethylene glycol
chain which can interfere with the Grignard metathesis step, we used a water
scavenger29 prior to the addition of the turbo Grignard reagent. Though the water
scavenger did not affect the regioselectivity, it led to the failure of polymerization.
Scheme 1 Grignard metathesis of monomers 1–3.

Table 1 Overview of regioisomers A and B formed upon Grignard metathesis with
monomers 1–3

Unexchanged monomer (%)B (%)A (%)

2,5-Dibromo-3-
hexylthiophene26

NA2080

283MEEMT a 56a 15a

35b 65b NA
NA51493PAAT
NA25753MEEBT

a Upon metathesis with iPrMgCl. b Upon metathesis with iPrMgCl$LiCl for 2 h.
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Furthermore, the ratio of the isomers A and B in 3MEEMT did not change
signicantly (1 : 1.8) when iPrMgCl was replaced by the turbo Grignard reagent
iPrMgCl$LiCl however the presence of LiCl instead pushed the Mg/Br exchange to
completion. Therefore, the turbo Grignard reagent was chosen for the Grignard
metathesis for polymerization.
2.2 Polymerization studies

Aer developing the appropriate conditions for the Grignard metathesis step, we
focused on screening the polymerization conditions. All the polymerization
studies were carried out at room temperature using Ni(dppe)Cl2 catalyst in a 1mol
% ratio to the 3MEEMT monomer (Scheme 2). We found that the polymerization
of 3MEEMT via KCTP was affected by monomer concentration. A preliminary
study with four different concentrations of the monomer 0.3, 0.15, 0.07, and
0.03M revealed that aminimummonomer concentration of 0.15Mwas needed to
obtain the polymer P3MEEMT with the lower concentrations of 0.03 and 0.07 M
affording no polymer highlighting the sensitivity of the polymerization to the
monomer's concentration. Based on this observation, polymerization was carried
out with 0.3 M monomer concentration and the polymerization kinetics was
investigated by GPC by withdrawing a 0.2 mL aliquot from the reaction mixture at
t = 1, 2, 5, and 10 minutes (Table 2). A concentration-dependent study for P3HT
synthesis available in the literature30 with three different monomer concentra-
tions, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 M, indicated that for 0.1 and 0.25 M an increase in Mn was
noted during the rst 20 minutes of the polymerization followed by no signicant
change during the 1 hour course of the polymerization. While for 0.5 M, Mn

increased signicantly during the rst 10 minutes. Most of the P3HT syntheses in
literature are performed using 0.1 M monomer concentration.31,32 A higher
Scheme 2 Synthesis of P3MEEMT by KCTP.

Table 2 An overview of the GPC data of the polymer P3MEEMT withdrawn at different
reaction times

Time (min) Mn (g mol−1) Mw (g mol−1) Đ

2.038 00018 2001
2.330 00013 2002
1.515 70010 3005
1.616 40010 00010
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minimum monomer concentration required for P3MEEMT compared to P3HT
may reect the lower amount of the desired Grignard monomer produced in the
initial Mg/Br exchange.

Analysis of GPC data indicates that polymerization is extremely fast with no
change or even a decline in the number average molecular weight (Mn) aer 1
minute contrary to our and others' common practice where the polymerization is
le for 1–4 hours.16,21,22 Insoluble material starts to appear aer 10 minutes. GPC
of the soluble fraction of the polymer obtained aer 10 minutes indicates
a polymer with Mn of 10 000 g mol−1. The polymerization is signicantly faster
than that of P3HT where 1 hour is oen needed.33 A characteristic of KCTP is the
ability to control the molecular weight of the product by altering the monomer-to-
catalyst ratio. Based on this, and if KCTP was operating, we would expect a poly-
mer with anMn of 7000 g mol−1 to form. However, thisMn is not achieved and the
dispersities are high suggesting an uncontrolled polymerization.

Further studies are required to elucidate the origin of this extremely fast
polymerization. We speculate that the polymerization kinetics observed in the
synthesis of P3MEEMT may result from either the coordination of oxygen atoms
in the ethylene glycol side chain with Li and/or Mg, or due to a radical-mediated
path.27,34 Also, a literature report by Hu and co-workers mention that an electron-
rich nucleophile facilitates Kumada coupling.35 Elucidating the origin of the fast
polymerization is a subject of future work.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that both the content of the ethylene glycol chain
and the proximity of the oxygen atom play a decisive role in the formation of the
active Grignard monomer obtained upon the Grignard metathesis with glycolated
thiophene derivatives. Furthermore, the use of the turbo-Grignard reagent assists
the Mg/Br exchange towards completion without affecting the ratio of
regioisomers formed during the reaction. In addition, it was found that the
polymerization is sensitive to monomer concentration needing at least 0.15 M of
the monomer. We further show that the polymerization of P3MEEMT is extremely
fast indicating uncontrolled chain growth which may have been associated with
either the coordination of Li and/or Mg by oxygen of the side chain or a radical-
mediated polymerization path leading to loss of polymerization control. Further
studies are currently being carried out to understand the mechanism involved in
the polymerization.

4. Experimental section
4.1 Materials and methods

All the chemicals were purchased from either Sigma-Aldrich or Tokyo Chemical
Industries and used as received. Deuterated solvents were obtained from EURISO-
TOP. Trimethoxybenzene was used as an internal standard for 1H NMR studies.
Anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM) was dried and deoxygenated on a Glass
Contour solvent purication system. Anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All the reactions were per-
formed using standard Schlenk techniques under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. All
the reaction asks were dried overnight in an oven at 120 °C before use. 1H NMR
Faraday Discuss. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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spectra were recorded on either a Bruker 400 or 500 MHz spectrometer using
CDCl3 or CD2Cl2 solvents. The synthesized polymers were characterized with size
exclusion chromatography using a Malvern Viscotek TDA 305 GPC equipped with
a UV detector. Molecular weight was determined from GPC using THF as eluent at
a temperature of 40 °C and a ow rate of 1 mL min−1 and molecular weights were
determined relative to polystyrene standards.

4.2 Monomer synthesis

Monomers 1 and 2 were synthesized by following the procedure reported in the
literature.21,22 For measuring the ratio of regioisomers formed during Grignard
metathesis, 0.2 mL of the aliquot was taken from the reaction mixture and added
to a vial containing 1.0 mL of chloroform and quenched with 0.5 M HCl. The
organic layer was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate followed by evaporation of
the solvent in vacuo. 0.6 mL of CDCl3/CD2Cl2 was added to each dried vial and
analyzed by 1H NMR.

4.3 Polymer synthesis

Polymerization of 3MEEMT was carried out by following the procedure reported
in the literature.21,22 2,5-Dibromo-3-((2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)methyl)thio-
phene (225.0 mg, 0.602 mmol) and the reference standard, 1,3,5-trimethox-
ybenzene (5.0 mg, 0.03 mmol) were degassed for 30 min with N2. 2 mL of THF was
added, then the ask was cooled to −78 °C and iPrMgCl$LiCl (87.0 mg, 0.46 mL,
0.602 mmol, 1.3 M) was added dropwise over 10 min and the reaction was allowed
to proceed for 2 h at room temperature. Ni(dppe)Cl2 (3.0 mg, 0.006 mmol, 1 mol
%) was added in one portion, and the polymerization was allowed to continue for
24 h at room temperature. To quench the polymerization, HCl (0.5 mL, 5.0 M) was
added to the reaction, and the polymer was precipitated into 150 mL of MeOH.
The polymer was puried using successive Soxhlet extractions using hexanes, and
MeOH, and then collected with CHCl3.

The obtained polymer was again precipitated into MeOH, ltered to be
collected as a powder, and dried overnight in a vacuum oven. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CD2Cl2) d 7.22 (s, 1H), 4.58 (s, 2H), 3.64 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2H), 3.62–3.57 (m, 2H), 3.54
(dd, J = 5.8, 3.5 Hz, 3H), 3.45–3.41 (m, 2H), 3.24 (d, J = 1.3 Hz, 4H).

For polymerization kinetics, 0.2 mL of the aliquot was taken from the reaction
mixture at the time intervals of 1, 2, 5 and 10 minutes and added to a vial con-
taining 1.0 mL of chloroform and quenched with 0.5 MHCl. The organic layer was
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate followed by evaporation of the solvent in
vacuo. The solid residue was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight and GPC was
recorded.
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